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GENERAL ADJUSTED SITE NOTES 

 

BLUE SITES-: A Harry Moore /Ferncliff/ St. Mary’s Outpatient 

PURPLE SITES- A. Harry Moore Rainbow/ Blythedale/ Elizabeth Seton/ Ferncliff/ St. 

Mary’s Inpatient/ YAI-Gramercy School/ YAI Manhattan Star Academy/ YAI Roosevelt 

School 

 

 

 BLUE SITES generally have populations that function at a higher cognitive level than  

PURPLE SITES. They are more verbal, mobile and independent. There are variances 

among all, but these groups tend to be able to handle some relationship and narrative details 

that are simply too much for the PURPLE SITES populations. 

 

 PURPLE SITES generally have populations who are entirely non-verbal, have shorter 

attention spans and cannot grasp complex narratives. Action oriented, contained and sensory 

enhancements benefit this group. This population includes children on the autistic spectrum.  

 

BLUE SITE GENERAL NOTES BY FACILITY 

1. A. Harry Moore 

2. Ferncliff 

3. St. Mary’s Outpatient 

 

 

1. A Harry Moore General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    45 minutes total: 15 minutes pre-show (dressing up and OMB song) &  

                30 minute show.  

PHYSICALITY:       Some children do not have arm and/or leg mobility.  

VERBAL LEVELS: Some are verbal, communicate via eye   

                                   movement only, and cannot control their vocalizations.  

SENSES:                   Some children are very sensitive to loud noise and touch, but many are  

                                   not. You will recognize if a child does not care for something if they  

                                   retract or demonstrate unhappiness.  

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the whole body (shimmy, shake, 

shoulder action), use sound effects and noise makers whenever possible, focus on the 

face (blinking eyes nodding head) and exchanges with each other.  

BLUE SITES: A. Harry Moore /Ferncliff A&B/ St. Mary’s Outpatient 
 

PURPLE SITES: A. Harry Moore Rainbow/ Blythedale/ Elizabeth Seton/ Ferncliff A&B/ St. 

Mary’s Inpatient/ YAI-Gramercy School/ YAI Manhattan Star Academy/ YAI Roosevelt 

School Rainbow Extension YAI/ Gramercy School-YAI/Manhattan Star Academy-YAI 
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 Can be rewarding to instruct higher functioning kids to do something nice for their 

neighbor such as, "Pull or pick a star for your friend next to you" or "Have a friend 

help…". 

 Use adaptive items when possible: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute 

water bottles and fans to the teachers during the pre-show.  

 Dance! Allow a moment for free-style/dance party action during intermissions.  

 

2. Ferncliff General Notes: There are two different performing locations at Ferncliff, 

A and B, each with a different population.  

 

Ferncliff-A is the main house located at 1154 Saw Mill River Road Yonkers, NY 10710. There 

tends to be a 1 staff: 1 child ratio.  

 

SHOW LENGTH:     30-40 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:        Some are in wheel chairs with breathing tubes. Many are prone to         

walking around sporadically; in some cases this is a positive sign. 

Sometimes the children have to be physical managed by the staff. 

VERBAL LEVELS:  primarily non-verbal young adults  

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Not let the children go behind the backdrop because they will try to.  

 Sing a lot to help calm group. They are sensitive to loud sounds. They respond well to 

gentle music and singing. 

 Dim the lights in the room. Helps calm the space.  

 

Ferncliff- B is the school building located at 1291 Saw Mill River Road Yonkers, 10710. This 

group tends to have a 1 staff: 1 child ratio as well. 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    30-40 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:       Most of the children can walk with or without assistance. Impulse 

control is a challenge for  some.  

VERBAL LEVELS: Overall, they have slightly more developed verbal skills than Ferncliff- 

     A.  

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Not let the children go behind the backdrop because they will try to.  
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St. Mary’s Outpatient General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    45-60 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:       Some are in wheel chairs and some walk with and without assistance. 

Some attached to breathing apparatus or IVs.  

VERBAL LEVELS: Similar to Rusk in that majority have strong verbal skills and can  

                                   understand the complexity of the OMB characters, relationships and  

                                   plot lines.  

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Allow space for responses when asking questions. Answers will come, but may not 

be very quick.  

 

 

 

PURPLE SITE GENERAL NOTES BY FACILITY 

 

1. A. Harry Moore Rainbow Extension 

2. Blythedale Hospital 

3. Elizabeth Seton 

4. St. Mary’s Inpatient 

5. YAI-Roosevelt 

6. YAI-Gramercy and Manhattan Star 

 

A Harry Moore Rainbow Extension General Notes: about 22 children and their 

teachers and aids 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    20-30 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:       Some children do not have arm and/or leg mobility.  

VERBAL LEVELS: Primarily non-verbal group, similar to the Elizabeth Seton population. 

SENSES:                  Some children are very sensitive to loud noise and touch, but many are  

                                  not. You will recognize if a child does not care for something if they  

                                  retract or demonstrate unhappiness. They respond well to singing.  

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the whole body (shimmy, shake, 

shoulder action), use sounds, focus on the face (blinking eyes nodding head) and 

exchanges with each other. Can give direction to do something for your neighbor. For 

example "Pull or pick a star for your friend next to you" or "Have a friend help". 
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 Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water.   

 Set up the room so that there’s room in between wheelchairs. A semi-circle works 

well in this space.  

 

 

Blythedale Hospital General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    35-45 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:       Most can walk with or without assistance but have to have permission 

to get out of their seats that they are belted into. Some children are 

similar to the Elizabeth Seton population in terms of function, limited 

or lack of mobility and connection to breathing tubes and IVs.  

 

VERBAL LEVELS: Verbal to non verbal. Love singing.  

SENSES:                  Very young group, toddler-aged that love to hold items and pop  

                                   bubbles.  

                                    

MAKE SURE TO… 

 End the show with a dance party. They LOVE TO DANCE! 

 Check with staff about who can get out of their chairs. 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the whole body (shimmy, shake, 

shoulder action), use sounds, focus on the face (blinking eyes nodding head) and 

exchanges with each other. 

 Can be rewarding to instruct higher functioning kids to do something nice for their 

neighbor such as, "Pull or pick a star for your friend next to you" or "Have a friend 

help…". 

 Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water.   

 

3. Elizabeth Seton General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    30 minutes 

     PHYSICALITY:        Most do not have arm and/or leg mobility. Some are connected to 

breathing tubes and IVs. Majority are in wheelchairs.  

VERBAL LEVELS:  Non-verbal group.  

SENSES:                   Some children are very sensitive to loud noise and touch, but many are  

                                   not. You will recognize if a child does not care for something if they  
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                                   retract or demonstrate unhappiness. They respond well to singing.      

                                   Children are allergic to latex here. 

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the face (mouth, eyes), and hands. 

Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water.   

 Set up the room so that there’s room in between wheelchairs. A semi-circle works 

well in this space.  

 Not use the rat during Gamers. Children are allergic to latex here. Bug box is fine 

because the bugs are rubber.  

 

4. St. Mary’s Inpatient General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:    30 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:       Most do not have arm and/or leg mobility. Some are connected to 

breathing tubes and IVs. Majority are in wheelchairs.  

VERBAL LEVELS: Primarily non-verbal group, similar to the Elizabeth Seton population. 

SENSES:                  Some children are very sensitive to loud noise and touch, but many are  

                                   not. You will recognize if a child does not care for something if they  

                                   retract or demonstrate unhappiness. They respond well to singing.      

                                    

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the face (mouth, eyes), and hands. 

Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water.   

 Set up the room so that there’s room in between wheelchairs. A semi-circle works 

well in this space.  

 Ask staff if the rat in Gamers is okay to use.  

 

5. YAI General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:     30 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:        Range of physical mobile to wheelchair bound. Group sits in their 

chairs or on the floor during the show.   

VERBAL LEVELS:  Primarily non-verbal group.   

SENSES:                   They respond well to singing.  
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MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the whole body (shimmy, shake, 

shoulder action), use sounds, focus on the face (blinking eyes nodding head) and 

exchanges with each other. 

 Can be rewarding to instruct higher functioning kids to do something nice for their 

neighbor such as, "Pull or pick a star for your friend next to you" or "Have a friend 

help…". 

 Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water. 

 

 

 

 

6. Gramercy School and Manhattan Star Academy -YAI General Notes: 

 

SHOW LENGTH:     20-30 minutes 

PHYSICALITY:        Bi-pedal. Group sits on the floor during the show.   

VERBAL LEVELS:  Some verbal.    

SENSES:                   Some on the autistic spectrum 

MAKE SURE TO… 

 Adapt all physical movements so that they involve the whole body (shimmy, shake, 

shoulder action), use sounds, focus on the face (blinking eyes nodding head) and 

exchanges with each other. Can give direction to do something for your neighbor. For 

example "Pull or pick a star for your friend next to you" or "Have a friend help". 

 Use adaptive items: bubbles, water, tubes, and instruments. Distribute water bottles 

and fans to the teachers and aids before the show.  Spray over their heads and let the 

mist fall onto them when using water.   

 Repeat actions and phrases in a concise manner.  

 


